32. Annual Meeting of the Swiss Society for Medical Informatics

September 12th 2019, Kursaal, Bern

In cooperation with Swiss eHealth Summit und HIMSS

Leaders of health unite
The topic
Transformation is everywhere around us and in order to analyse and control the transformation in the digital health environment, leaders of health unite during ehealthsummit 2019 in Bern.

The annual congress itself will transform as well. Compared to previous years and taking the input of the scientific community into account we are looking for somewhat different contributions this year: we are focussing more on interactive sessions than on plenary talks. Therefore we call for contributions addressing daily life problems and will try to challenge the industry in order to show possible solutions related to these problematic issues. With regard to the scheduling, we are looking for abstracts and posters more than full papers, but of course any kind of practical and/or scientific input is welcome.

What to submit
Short abstracts related to a poster presentation, extended abstracts or full papers. Main topics in this years’ summit are: the continuum of care, decision support (especially in medication) and future health systems.

Why to submit
Building your network: Submitting a paper to the SSMI/SGMI/SSIM is the best way to get in touch with the Swiss community of medical informatics.

Confront your idea to the market: By presenting your work you will be able to look at the Swiss medical IT market and verify whether your research is in line with market development.

A launching pad for your research: For young researcher, this is a unique opportunity to submit their work in their mother tongue and prepare for larger scale work.

Presenting authors can join the whole congress with no fees.

How to submit
Submit your non-commercial contribution in English or your native language on www.medical-informatics.ch. Read the instructions for authors carefully; adding an abstract in English is mandatory. Several categories (e.g. poster, extended abstract, full paper) are open for submissions. Please mention within the remark field if you intend to submit your paper specifically as congress contribution. Submissions will be reviewed by the congress committee and selected e.g. for oral presentations or the poster session. Awards will be given for selected contributions.

Until when to submit
Submission deadline is July 20th 2019.